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Lisa Robbin Young
Creator: DirectSalesClassroom.com 
Direct Sales Speaker, Coach & Trainer

Lisa Robbin Young began her direct sales career more than 
15 years ago and failed her way to the top. Early attempts at 
using the Internet to grow her business met with incredible 
resistance, and yielded hundreds of dollars in sales each 
month. That was before web browsers and blogging.

Today you'll find Lisa coaching and training direct sellers around the world as they 
grow their business like a real business. Lisa has worked with Network Marketing 
and Party Plan consultants from companies as diverse as Lia Sophia, Bodega 
Chocolates, Tupperware, The Body Shop at Home, Gold Canyon Candles, Partylite, 
Longaberger, Xango, Pampered Chef, Thirty-One Gifts, Tahitian Noni, Avon, 
Waiora, Unicity, Ardyss, and more.

With a knack for pin-pointing trouble and brainstorming solutions that today's 
direct sales consultants need to thrive, Lisa has built an online classroom for 
every level of direct sales success. Direct Sales Classroom hosts thousands of 
consultants each month from around the world, providing how-to strategies that 
work in today's tough, competitive market.

In addition to founding #dstips on Twitter, Lisa also publishes the popular and 
highly recommended PartyOn! A weekly ezine for direct sales professionals. Get 
your free business building tips at http://www.HomePartySolution.com.

http://search.twitter.com/search?q=dstips
http://www.HomePartySolution.com/
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Direct Sales 102: Income Producing Activities
Lesson 6 –  Protecting Yourself And Your Business

We've reached the half way point of this course. By now, you probably realize there's more to making 
money than just earning it. You've got to respect it, care for it, and nurture it like family. When you take 
care of your money, your money takes care of you. You and your money are kindred spirits -  you 
support one another to bloom and grow.

Sounds kind of corny, I know, but when you look at your business through those eyes, you create a new 
level of respect for not just money, and the work you do, but also for yourself, and how you make an 
impact on the world.

It makes sense, then, that if you're spending all this time caring for your business, we would be remiss 
if we didn't talk about protecting yourself, your family and your assets from possible loss.

Yes, I'm talking about insurance, but I'm not trying to instill guilt or fear in your mind about why you 
do or don't need insurance. Instead, I want to share with you my own understanding of insurance from 
several years in the business. That way, when you do decide to take the step of protecting your family, 
you'll be armed with important information that you can use to make smart decisions.

We're also going to talk a bit about taxes, and business entities so that you have a better understanding 
of how all that works. Because as your business grows, different options may make better financial 
sense for you, your business, and your family.

Remember, you're business is an asset – if you're growing it profitably. Who wants to have a liability 
hanging around their neck, anyway? And yet, we often find ourselves in a position where we could 
easily lose everything we've worked so hard to attain because we didn't take the time to do a little 
research.

A quick note: since Direct Sales 102 has students all over the world, I'm speaking in generalities for the 
most part. I am not a tax or insurance professional, and this lesson is designed to give you an overview. 
Please speak with an authorized or licensed professional in your area for specific recommendations 
regarding your particular situation. Often, these types of consultations are free, or come at a very 
nominal investment – and once you're armed with the information I'm sharing in this lesson, you'll be 
able to make confident, informed decisions regarding your own protection needs.

The Nature of Insurance
The idea of insurance is a simple one: you pay a premium into a pool of money for a period of time, 
and you're afforded some type of coverage or protection for the period of time you're paying into the 
pool of money. An insurance company pools together all the money from everyone paying into the 
pool, and pays out benefits to people that make a claim. 

The insurance company is betting that they'll get more money in than they'll pay out, and you've got 
peace of mind that if something does happen, you'll be covered by the insurance company.
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But let's be clear: Insurance companies are NOT gambling. They've set very clear guidelines around 
how they'll pay out, and what they'll pay for. They use tools like deductibles and pre-existing 
conditions to limit their payouts. All of the potential risk factors have been calculated and are reflected 
in your premium. The higher the risk, the higher the premium. 

The insurance company invests your premium payments with a goal of earning a return on their 
investment. They are very good at determining risk and mitigating it. Always remember: Insurance is 
an industry, a business. And businesses exist to be profitable.

That said, most people are not independently wealthy enough to not need some forms of insurance. In 
some areas of the world, like where I live, insurance is actually required in some circumstances. For 
example, I am required to carry car insurance on my vehicle if I want to drive it. Health insurance can 
be a good way to protect your personal assets from being used to pay for burdensome medical 
expenses. My grandfather had no insurance when he was admitted to nursing care. In order to qualify 
for state and federal assistance, he had to sell off and drain his bank account down to $800. If he went 
over that amount in his account, it had to be used to pay for his medical care.  Insurance, in most cases, 
helps protect your assets.

As a business owner, there are kinds of insurance that you may not be aware of, that may be useful to 
you. Most people are familiar with life insurance and health insurance. Some of you may be aware of 
liability insurance, but most direct sales professionals are not familiar with E&O, key man, LTC, or 
disability insurance. We're going to do a quick fly-by on each of these types of insurance so that you 
are better informed and have at least a cursory knowledge and what to expect when it's time for you to 
consider these kinds of coverages.

Life Insurance and the Cost of Insurance
There are a variety of types of life insurance – some accrue a modest cash value, others do not. I'm not 
going to debate the pros or cons of using your insurance policy as a savings plan. That's a personal 
decision and there are valid arguments on both sides of the coin for doing it – or not doing it as the case 
may be. What you need to be keenly aware of, however, regardless of your policy type, is the actual 
cost of the insurance you're paying for.

In every policy, there's a cost of insurance. In life insurance policies, you often pay more than the actual 
cost of insurance – either because you're paying in advance, as is the case in level term insurance, or 
because you're stockpiling a savings account – as is the case in universal, whole life, and variable types 
of policies.

In the United States, every policy comes with what's called an Illustration. Agents will often flip 
straight to the benefit table, showing you what your death benefit will be at various ages, assuming you 
keep the insurance “in force” for the proper length of time. In force is an industry term that means 
you've paid enough money to keep the policy coverage in effect. Some policies let you pay ahead, so 
that you eventually can stop paying premiums, but the policy is still in force. Others, like most term 
type insurance policies, require you to continue making your premium payments for as long as you 
own the policy. 
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Regardless of the policy type, each year that you own the policy, the cost of insurance goes up. Why? 
Because you're getting older, which means your risk for death is increasing. Like it or not, life is a 
terminal illness and we get closer and closer to termination with each passing year. Insurance 
companies know this. It's why an 80 year old man who smokes is paying a higher premium than a 30 
year old man who does not smoke. Simply put, the older you are, the greater your chance that you'll 
collect on the policy. The same is true based on your health. 

If you're a smoker, or work in a dangerous industry, if you have a family history of disease, or you're 
taking experimental medications – these are all risk factors that your insurance underwriter will take 
into account when determining how to rate your policy. Policy ratings vary from company to company, 
but in general, the healthier and younger you are, the better your rating. The better your rating, the 
lower your premium.

And just one nick on your rating can mean the difference between paying $50 per month and $500 per 
month on your insurance premium. In many respects, it's like a credit rating for your health.

So yes, in general, it's better to start your policies well before you think you'll need them – but only if it 
makes financial sense to do so. For example, if you're 25 years old and you have no available funds to 
pay for your funeral expenses, but you have a family to care for, it may be worth the few dollars a 
month you'll spend to cover the cost of a small policy to handle your burial costs. 

As your income increases, you may want to consider increasing your coverage in order to provide your 
family with enough cash to cover living expenses after you die, but if you've been building a savings 
account, you may not need to do that. 

Insurance can be pretty complicated, and it's always wise to talk to more than one insurance 
professional. Costs of insurance should be comparable from company to company, however one 
company may rate you for being 5-10 pounds overweight, while another will ignore it. Over time that 
can add up to substantial savings – money in your pocket for your family.

Instead of flipping straight to the death benefit table, examine the actual costs of insurance and agent 
fees in the illustration. You'll find that the bulk of the first year premium actually is paid to the agent 
that writes the policy. The insurance company doesn't see much of the premium until the second year – 
particularly on term type insurance policies. That means your agent has a vested interest in selling you 
a policy that makes him or her money. There's nothing wrong with that. Everyone is in business to get 
paid. It's important for you, however to know exactly what you're paying for.

You'll also want to look at how the cost of insurance increases from one year to the next. In the case of 
a level term insurance policy, you pay a level premium of a set term – anywhere from 5 to 20 years. 
While the cost of insurance may only be $5 in the first year, you'll be paying, let's say $40 per month 
for the next 20 years. Take a look at how the actual cost of insurance jumps from one year to the next. 
In essence, you're paying more now so that in the future, you won't be paying a LOT more. But the 
thing about term insurance is that it expires. Many policies will convert at the end of the term to what's 
called annual renewable insurance. That means the premium goes way up every year – because all 
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you're paying for is the cost of the insurance. And again, each year you get older, your risk goes up, 
along with the premium. It pays to know what that premium is going to look like in the future so you're 
not surprised. It may also be wise to get the 20 year policy instead of the 15 year policy if you think 
you'd rather spread those payments out over more years.

If you're one of the lucky folks that outlives your insurance policy, and you've been paying into a cash 
value type insurance  like whole life or variable, then your policy will “endow” meaning your cash 
value and your face amount are the same – and you'll get a big fat check – and some taxable income – 
on your 100th birthday. We'll talk more about taxes in a bit. Just realize that cash value only means 
something when you want to use it. Very few people keep a policy long enough to access the cash 
value, and even fewer live to see the policy endow. 

Above all, know the costs of your insurance policy so that you can see what you're really paying for.

Business Insurance
Business liability insurance protects you if you're sued due to problems with your business. For 
example, when I owned my candle company, we paid just under $500 per year to protect the assets of 
the company in case someone decided to sue us when they burned their house down with one of our 
candles. Thankfully, we never had that happen, and when you're a small operation, the chances of that 
happening are slim, still, if you sell kitchen utensils, and someone slices their finger during a 
demonstration, they could sue you. Some companies have insurance to protect their consultants, others 
do not. It's important for you to know, and to make sure you have the proper coverages in place.

Some event venues will ask you to secure an indemnity policy for a vendor booth. That way if someone 
hurts themselves at your booth and decides to sue the event venue, your insurance will cover it. Again, 
small venues like church craft shows rarely ask that kind of coverage, but I've done women's expos in 
giant arenas, and they often ask for a copy of your business insurance – and to be listed as an additional 
insured for your time in their venue. To me, $500 for a year of protection seemed a small price to pay to 
insure I could sell my products in a booth for 3 days to thousands of potential customers. We more than 
made our money back on the insurance, and still had 362 more days of coverage. The cost of your 
insurance will vary based on the nature of your business, the amount of sales you make in a given year, 
and other risk factors.

In the business world, Errors and Omissions insurance or E&O insurance is often, though not always, 
part of your liability policy. Usually E&O covers contractual issues – like you forgot to carry the 3 on 
an invoice and someone's suing because you overcharged them. Again, this sounds all negative nelly 
and a little scary, but it rarely happens. I'm sharing this information with you so that you'll be informed.

In the direct sales world, most companies carry E&O insurance – which is why they don't want you 
making false income claims. That could be construed as an error that they would have to pay out on if 
someone sued them. Likewise, YOU could be sued for making false income claims or telling someone 
that they could easily make $3,000 per month, but forgetting to tell them that they have to be a leader to 
make that kind of income easily. That would be an omission. I'm generalizing here, but E&O protects 
you and your company from those kinds of “innocent” mistakes that can happen to anyone.
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Key Man Insurance
As an independent consultant, you may never need key man insurance, but let's paint a picture for a 
minute. Let's say you've achieved the highest level of income with your company, and you've hired a 
personal assistant that handles a good portion of your business for you. You've spent many hours 
training her, helping her learn how you do things, and she's your right arm. You've been together for 
years, and she's been instrumental – should we say, she's been a KEY – in your success. It may be wise 
to carry a key man policy on your assistant.

The nature of life insurance is that we can't just go around putting policies on anyone and everyone. If 
that were the case, I could get a life insurance policy on some celebrity and cash in big when they die. 
In order to get a policy, you have to have a beneficial interest in the person to be insured – usually, 
they're a spouse, a child or other relative. In the case of mortgage insurance on your house, the 
insurance company wants to know they'll get paid even if you die – then the house becomes free and 
clear for your family to own with no payments on it. Key man insurance is like mortgage insurance on 
your key business employees.

In this case, you'd get a life insurance policy on your assistant so that if she died, you'd receive 
compensation that would reasonably cover the value of losing her: the time you'd have to take training 
a replacement, the money it would cost your business because you'd have to slow down your operation 
to get a replacement in there. That adds up. It's not something you may need right away, but as your 
business grows, you may consider a key man policy to protect your most valuable assets: the people in 
your personal company.

Which brings us to the question of business entities. This is both an insurance and tax question. In the 
United States – as well as various other countries around the world, you have the ability to form a 
business as either a personal extension of yourself – we call that a sole proprietorship here in the US – 
or as an independent taxable entity. In the US we have multiple types of business entities – from an 
easy to form LLC to the more complicated S or C Corps. Each one has different benefits and 
drawbacks. As your business grows, your potential liability also grows. Setting up a business entity 
may reduce the risk to your personal assets, your family, and possibly even shelter some of the taxes 
you pay each year. If your business is still unprofitable, it usually makes sense to avoid the additional 
expense of setting up an LLC or Corporation. As your income increases, however, or if you're 
branching out into a new business arena and want to protect your existing assets from being lost if the 
new venture fails, an LLC or Corporation can protect you from losing everything when a business fails. 

One of the nice things about a business entity is that you can often change ownership, without losing 
the income. For example, if your company sends your commission checks to your LLC, you'll often be 
able to transfer the ownership of the company to your children, and they can continue to receive that 
income each month. Again, be sure to talk with a tax professional and/or an attorney about your 
business entity options and the taxable and inheritance consequences of each.

Health Insurances
I've saved this for last because it's such a variable monster. Some countries provide health coverage to 
every citizen. Others, like here in the U.S., are required to cover their own costs for medical needs. 
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Most people are familiar with health insurance coverage – or more specifically, medical insurance - so 
I'm not going to spend much time on that, except to say that, like your life insurance, the better your 
health, the less you'll pay.

Instead, I want to focus on two lesser known policy types: Long Term Care Insurance and Disability 
Insurance. These are two kinds of insurance that most people don't know about until they need it. Both 
are designed to provide protection for you or your family if you're NOT killed, and not hospitalized in 
such a way that medical insurance would cover you.

Medical insurance, in general, provides compensation to a hospital, doctor, specialist or pharmacist as 
it relates to your request for services. For example, you break your ankle, visit the doctor, and the 
doctor charges your insurance for the visit, the xray, and the cast. You may have an out of pocket cost, 
but the bulk of the expense for your medical emergency is covered by your insurance. In theory.

But what if you have an accident that incapacitates you? One that doesn't require you to stay in a 
hospital, but prevents you from working? My mother had a heart attack. Her medical insurance covered 
her hospitalization, and treatment for her heart condition, but she was unable to stand at a blackboard 
for extended periods of time, effectively ending her career as a college professor.

At her age, job re-training would have been mostly futile, and she couldn't afford to retire. Mom 
resorted to buying and selling on ebay to subsidize her small government social security check each 
month. If she had disability insurance, she would have gotten paid each month that she was disabled.

Disability insurance is income protection. It actually pays you when you need it. Based on your 
occupation and your average income, you'll pay a premium that doesn't go up over time. It stays level 
for as long as the insurance is in force – so the younger you are when you buy it, in general, the less 
you'll pay in premiums. That said, the younger you are, the less likely you are to need it as well. A good 
insurance agent will talk to you about the cross over point – where it's actually a good value to consider 
investing in disability insurance. As you approach 40, that risk starts to climb exponentially – even if 
you're in a sedentary occupation like a secretary. Around that time, you're more likely to encounter 
something that incapacitates you for an extended period of time – disabling you from earning an 
income – which is when disability insurance kicks in.

Long term care insurance, on the other hand, doesn't provide you with an income source, but instead 
protects your savings and assets from having to be liquidated to provide for long-term nursing care. If 
this seems like a far-off, “when I'm old and grey” concept that doesn't apply to you, please be aware 
that more than 70% of people over the age of 65 need long term nursing care. Remember my 
grandfather? At $5000-10,000 per day for nursing home care, your assets can be wiped out in a matter 
of months. Doesn't sound like the way I want to spend my children's inheritance. As you approach your 
fifties, consider looking into LTC insurance if it applies in your country.

Insurance can be a depressing topic, but taxes can be even more depressing. Remember Ben Franklin's 
axiom? Death and taxes. Neither has to be depressing – especially when you're informed and can make 
smart decisions about protecting yourself.
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Bookkeeper Or Tax Professional?

I don't care how wealthy you are or how much you love doing your taxes, the two expenses I highly 
recommend you make are to hire a bookkeeper and a tax preparer. That is not your genius work, and in 
terms of income producing activities, they are far better qualified to help you figure out what's going on 
with your money, and how to save you the most come tax time. My friend, Scott Lovingood, a tax 
professional that owns multiple Liberty Tax franchises here in the States, tells me that the small amount 
of money you'll invest in a good tax preparer can help you find all kinds of deductions you didn't know 
you could take. A good bookkeeper takes the paperwork off your hands. Between the two of them, 
you'll have fewer headaches come tax time.

It goes without saying that the more deductions you can legitimately take, the more you'll likely save 
on your taxes.

But what if you maximize your deductions and you still owe taxes?

Be sure you're setting aside a portion of your income each month to cover your tax payments each year. 
Scott recommends you set aside 20% of your profits to cover taxes – especially if you're paying payroll 
taxes for employees. Since most direct sellers don't have employees, you may be able to set aside less.

Whatever you do, don't wait until the last minute to file taxes – you may discover you owe more than 
you realized – and filing an extension does not apply to the payment, only the filing of your taxes.

Never fear, though. For most direct sellers a quick call to the Internal Revenue Service will help you set 
up reasonable payments. You're not a multimillion dollar corporation that's been evading taxes for 
decades, and believe it or not, most IRS agents are very friendly and willing to work with you. They'd 
rather get the money than have to chase you down any day.

Be sure to listen to the bonus audio in the classroom with Scott for more details about taxes and your 
business.

We've spent the first half of this course talking about mindset issues and setting yourself up for success 
by understanding what produces income. In our next lesson, finally, we're going to talk about having 
fun with our money, why cash is king, and the not-so-secret energy of money.


